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7 October 2020
The Executive Officer
Electoral Matters Committee
Via email: emc@parliament.vic.gov.au
Dear Committee Members,
Re: Inquiry into the Impact of Social Media on Elections and Electoral Administration

Victorian Trades Hall Council (VTHC) welcomes the opportunity to make a submission to the
Electoral Matters Committee as part of the Inquiry into the Impact of Social Media on Elections
and Electoral Administration.
VTHC was founded in 1856 and is the peak body for unions in Victoria. VTHC represents
approximately 40 unions and over 430,000 workers in Victoria. These workers are members
of unions that reach into every industry in the state, both in the public and private sectors.
Since gaining the Eight Hour Day in April 1856, VTHC has had a long history of fighting for and
defending the rights of workers in Victoria. The importance of winning the Eight Hour Day is
significant not just to Australia but worldwide. Few advances in the quality of life for working
people would have been achieved without the involvement of the Victorian union movement.
VTHC is not affiliated with any political party, although individual members of various unions
are members of many parties across the political spectrum. VTHC, affi Ii ate unions and
individual members have campaigned on issues affecting working people for generations, at
both the state and federal level. During elections, VTHC works to inform union members,
workers, and their families on proposed legislation, policies and suggestions from political
parties that may impact on their wages, conditions and job security. The Victorian union
movement will continue to do so into the future.
Social media technology has dramatically reformed the electoral process and the way that
citizens, organisations, and political parties engage with the electoral process. This submission
will highlight the ways in which electoral regulation has failed to keep up with dramatic changes
in the way social media is used in politics.
Social media has enabled voter participation
In many ways, social media has been a great democratiser. It has radically lowered the bar for
political access - opening up political discussion and information sharing like never before.
Instead of accessing political information primarily through mainstream media or direct
campaigning from political parties, citizens now have easy access to information, advertising
and campaigning - it's as simple as a 'like' on Facebook or a 'follow' on Twitter. People
essentially opt-in to increased political access. Social media has increased our exposure to
political discussion, and is now often the place that journalists, as well as politicians, turn to
in order to 'read the mood' of the electorate.
It has also expanded voters' access to candidates and representatives. Social media accounts
are seen as an extension of a politician, and can make them seem approachable, accountable
and accessible - voters might believe that they have a personal relationship with someone
they might not have met in real life. As a result of the ever-present nature of social media,
politicians can be expected to respond to concerns in real time. Social media can tJe very
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public - comments on Facebook pages for example can demonstrate public sentiment towards
an elected representative and their decisions and reinforces the idea that politicians are
accountable to their constituents.
However, it can also be used in harmful ways, most recently demonstrated by the vitriol
members of the Victorian crossbench faced during the debate about extending the state of
emergency in Victoria. While all crossbench members who committed to support for the
legislation experienced targeted and consistent abuse, Samantha Ratnam and Fiona Patten
were the recipients of gender-based threats, including rape threats and death threats, in
addition to abuse directed towards their families and in Samantha's case messages targeting
her new-born daughter.
Women and gender diverse people are disproportionately exposed to abuse from online 'trolls'
and constituents, and their abusers frequently face no consequences for their actions. Women
who are local council members and candidates also repeatedly report on line abuse, and it is
often personal and gender-based in its content. Gender-based violence faced by candidates
and elected politicians online is extremely harmful and an immense burden shouldered by
women and gender diverse people. Ultimately, it deters them from participation in electoral
activities, including running for office, which costs Victoria true representative democracy.
Social media has also increased elected representatives' and candidates' access to voters,
particularly as people move away from more traditional communication tools, like the home
telephone. Social media is personal, and an everyday part of many people's lives. Through
social media, representatives and candidates can communicate with voters during times
traditionally considered 'socially unacceptable' - it's all hours access. Representatives and
candidates can use this access to talk to voters about issues that matter to them, as well as
issues that they might not yet care about in an attempt to persuade them.

Building extensive data files
Political parties are now using social media to create very detailed profiles of voters - using
likes, friends, interactions, retweets and other distinguishing features to build understanding
of who people are, the issues they care about, and how they might vote.
Cambridge Analytica, a British political consulting firm, is the most well-known and extreme
example of this voter profiling. Cambridge Analytica exploited social media account data to
identify and build profiles on groups of people who were the easiest to influence by targeting
specific personalities with advertising. They were able to do so with very few people knowing which demonstrates the insidious nature of social media advertising. Personality targeting
using social media platforms now happens regularly throughout the world and is being
weaponised by political actors in order to target voters like never before.

Impact of misleading content
Social media, in particular Facebook and Twitter, has increased the volume of political
commentary, as constituents and third-party political actors have access to platforms which
magnify and spread their content, particularly if controversial. As there is no upfront cost for
an individual to create an account with these platforms and to post their views online, the
barriers for contribution to a political debate have been significantly reduced. Traditionally,
political commentary was restricted to mainstream media, or those who could afford to
advertise on television, radio or in print. Now, people can post their views online and have
them shared, retweeted or reposted hundreds of thousands of times, magnifying views that
might not otherwise have gotten significant airtime.
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People trust the content, opinions and information shared by their friends and family on social
media. A share by a friend is an endorsement and means that people are more likely to believe
false or misleading content online. When friends and family disseminate political
misinformation, it only serves to reinforce it. This is problematic, particularly when people use
this information to inform decisions about who to vote for.
The dissemination of false political information is rife across social media platforms, and this
is not limited to sites like Facebook and Twitter but extends to platforms like WeChat. During
the 2019 Federal Election, Chinese-Australian voters were targeted by scare campaigns over
WeChat, including claims that more than a million refugees could come to Australia over a 10year period if a Labor government was elected while also propagating homophobic assertions
dating back to the marriage equality vote. 1
When people turn to social media for their engagement with news and politics, it interferes
with voters' abilities to make informed choices at the ballot box. Karen Brewer, who has since
been de-platformed, ran a Facebook page that railed 'against vaccinations, fluoride, and the
cabal of Freemasons she believes controls Australia's parliament, judiciary, media and
bureaucracy as part of an extensive paedophile protection racket' and demonstrated the
dangers of viral untrue content on social media during elections. 2
During the 2019 Federal Election, Brewer ran a 'no candidate to match my will' misinformation
campaign which encouraged people to vote informally, based on the belief that doing so would
sack the whole parliament. In a Senate estimates hearing, Australian Electoral Commissioner
Tom Rogers likened trying to deal with the post with a game of 'whack-a-mole' - as soon as
you dealt with it, it re-emerged. 3 The more the AEC tried to address it, the more it reinforced
distrust in the political process in the targeted demographics. Disillusion is rife, and trust in
public establishments is being eroded by content on social media platforms.
Use of social media by mainstream political actors
There are different ways political actors are using social media to influence the political process
including third party actors presenting false information as news articles. This has been
particularly noticeable in the United States, where political 'news' pages like paper.corn have
emerged in large numbers. These pages and accounts are of particular concern as they flood
social media platforms with political articles that appear genuine but are full of incorrect facts,
or 'fake news'.
In Australia, this influence manifests in organisations that are connected with political parties
and which run concerted and deliberate campaigns against their opposition. Victoria Forward
is one example and is a self-described 'political campaign group' established in January of
this year, which administers a Facebook page that attracts over 25,000 'likes'. The page is
administered by the Executive Director of Victoria Forward.
Victoria Forward markets itself as bipartisan, noting that 'it doesn't matter if you're a staunch
conservative, a progressive, or a centrist; we have the opportunity to work together to generate
concrete plans to make a real difference in the lives of Victorians' .4 However, what is not
immediately clear from the Facebook page, or accompanying website, is that its administrator
and the organisation have deep links to the Victorian Liberal Party. The Executive Director has
declared his membership of the Party and his Facebook account listed him as an office holder
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- the Vice-Chair of the Sun bury SEC. Content by Victoria Forward is regularly shared by Liberal
Party Members of Parliament and it is clear that this is the new model by which political parties
will outsource their negative campaigning, in a bid to avoid scrutiny of their actions and their
spending.
Social media also creates significant challenges in the sense that much of the political content
on social media platforms is created by third parties or independent actors and circulated via
memes, edited screenshots, or other shareables. This means that political information is no
longer controlled, nor are individuals seeing the same content on a day to day basis. Social
media feeds and sites are often curated to show you content that you resonate with, agree
with or that reinforces your world view, so becomes an echo chamber in which you might rarely
see content that you disagree with.

Social media companies cannot be trusted to self-regulate
It is the view of VTHC that in the same way that Victoria cannot expect business to self-regulate
health and safety standards, we cannot rely on big tech companies to self-regulate political
misinformation on their platforms. It is simply not in their interest to create barriers to
engagement and interaction for platform 'users'. For a platform like Facebook, the market
share of political advertising is very small. Once you narrow this further to be limited to Victorian
State Election political advertising, then it is safe to deduce that Facebook will simply not want
to spend time and capacity regulating state elections in Victoria. Indeed, social media
platforms don't even regulate sexist and racist abuse, let alone political misinformation.
Facebook regularly refuses to remove content that is misleading or false in any way, instead
choosing to 'demote' it. Facebook's submission to the Inquiry into and report on all aspects
of the conduct of the 2019 Federal Election and matters related thereto noted that while they
had taken steps to increase advertising transparency by publishing an Ad Library, under which
people can view 'the location of Page admins, the history of a Page and ads currently running',
they will not regulate misinformation when it is created by individual users. 5 Facebook insists
it does not want to be 'the arbiter of truth over content shared by ordinary Australians', nor
does it want to 'referee political debates and prevent a politician's speech from reaching its
audience and being subject to public debate and scrutiny'. 6
This refusal has meant that politicians themselves have been able to spread information which
is categorically untrue. A prescient example of this is Craig Kelly, the Member for Hughes, who
over a two-day period this year wrote 19 Facebook posts promoting hydroxychloroquine, the
drug championed by some as a 'miracle' cure for coronavirus. Despite medical studies and
professionals including the RACGP disproving claims that hydroxychloroquine is an effective
treatment As well as demonstrating the dangers of using it, Kelly was able to publish his claims
without reprimand from Facebook, fuelling dangerous misinformation during a global
pandemic.
The problems of social media require government intervention and legislation.

Electoral advertising online is not appropriately regulated
It is the view of VTHC that electoral advertising is currently not appropriately regulated. VTHC
makes the following six recommendations to address this shortfall.
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Given the increased role of third-party actors in elections, part of regulating electoral
advertising must involve the Victorian Electoral Commission (VEG) having a greater
understanding of social-media spending as a portion of election spending.
Recommendation 1. VTHC recommends that the VEG establish a central body which oversees
and facilitates political donations. This body would receive all donations for political parties,
before distributing the money to their intended recipients. This would facilitate greater
transparency around election donations and allow for real-time donation reporting.
Additionally, that the VEC is adequately funded and staffed to take on this additional work,
and that this is done in consultation with all relevant unions representing those employees.
Recommendation 2. VTHC recommends that the VEC should take steps to establish a Political
Advertising Log. Political actors, parties and entities who wish to advertise political material
during an election period must lodge the advertisement, intended audience and publishing
platform with the VEC as part of the authorisation process and before publishing the
advertisement.
While Facebook and other social media platforms have taken steps to make some of this
information accessible to platform users, this information should be publicly collated and
regulated by the VEC. This would also allow transparency around the social media spending of
political parties, including a breakdown of platforms used, numbers of advertisements run
across candidate and party pages and accounts and the messages promoted by these
advertisements. It would also help to highlight 'narrowcasting' and 'dark ads' where
advertisements are only visible to the creator and the people being targeted, helping to expose
the multitude of messages being promulgated during election campaigns.
Intense exposure to politicians, and political campaigning is now no longer limited to the weeks
immediately preceding election cycles thanks to social media. Politicians, and potential
candidates now spend large amounts of time, energy and money building an audience and a
'base' of supporters in advance of elections. When politicians do this in ways that are
controversial, they are rewarded with greater exposure and an increased access to
constituents. This behaviour sets up the political environment in which elections take place,
so it is necessary that any reforms consider the periods before elections.
Recommendation 3. VTHC recommends that the Victorian Parliament should investigate laws
to ensure truth and honesty in political advertising and content, including stamping out
misleading information spread by political parties, organisations and campaigners. This reform
is vital to ensure confidence in our political system and to ensure that bad faith actors can't
play destabilising roles in our political system. The ACT earlier this year passed amendments
that empowered the ACT Electoral Commissioner to order an advertisement not to be
disseminated, or to be retracted, if it is deemed false.
Recommendation 4. VTHC recommends that the Victorian Parliament should investigate laws
or measures to protect women candidates, and other minorities from abuse online. This reform
is vital to ensure that candidates are not dissuaded from running for office by the level of vitriol
that they see other candidates being exposed to. The VEC should consider establishing an
auditing and compliance wing to which racist, sexist and homophobic abuse can be reported
in real time, and which has powers to issue on-the-spot fines, order to remove content or other
penalties as deemed appropriate.
Recommendation 5. VTHC recommends that the VEC, in conjunction with the Department of
Education and Training, should run training in schools and as part of TAFE programs on how
to engage critically with content online. Being able to identify and reject fake news is a critical
part of ensuring that voters are able to make informed decisions at the ballot box, and ensuring
that young people are equipped with these skills before they vote for the first time should be
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a priority. This training should include education on how to identify misleading information
online, how to critically analyse political information you are presented with, and how to
interpret and question fake news online.
Recommendation 6. VTHC recommends that the VEC should undertake measures to improve
the electoral understanding and participation amongst community groups that experiences
barriers to electoral participation of CALD and other marginalised cohorts. VTHC has made
several recommendations on this point, please refer to our submission into the Inquiry into
Civics and Electoral Participation in Victorian State Parliamentary Elections 2018 for further
detail.
Conclusion
Social media has radically reshaped the way voters, organisations and politicians interact with
the political landscape, and Victorian laws governing political communication and advertising
has not kept up with the challenges posed by this shift. While social media platforms have
increased access to political debate and information, they have also allowed the proliferation
of false and misleading information, as well as a dramatic increase in targeted, negative
advertising. There are several opportunities for reform, and VTHC recommends that Parliament
should both investigate laws to ensure truth in political advertising, whilst also ensuring that
political donations and money for political advertising are tracked and reported publicly to
ensure greater transparency.
If you have any questions or would like further information, please do not hesitate to contact
Ted Sussex, Research and Politics Lead Organiser via email at
Thank you for your consideration.
Yours Sincerely,

Luke Hilakari
Secretary
Ref: lh:hl 92.32
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